Sufficient conditions for |/V,pn\ summability of the conjugate series of Fourier series have been obtained earlier. The author obtains here a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the result. This improves earlier results and provides a unified version of them.
1. Introduction and the main results. In the present paper we shall prove a result which is directly connected with an earlier paper due to Dikshit and Kumar [3] . Unless stated otherwise we shall use throughout this paper the same definitions and notations as used in [3] . We shall also use the following additional notations: S^=1 Bn(t) denotes the conjugate series of ~2™=0A"(t); \p(t) = \{f(x + t) -f(x -t)}; and "BV [a, b]y represents the class of functions of bounded variation over [a, b] .
Throughout X(t) will denote a positive nondecreasing function; for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , X(n) = A". Further, we write 00 Jn(\)= 2 {PnXk/X"kPk).
Combining a result due to Bosanquet and Hyslop [1] with a subsequent result due to Mohanty [5] , we have the following. Theorem A. Suppose that (1.1) rVa|ify(0| < oo for 0 < a < 1.
Then S^L x naBn(x) is summable \C, a + 8\ for every S > 0 if
2) is also a necessary condition for the \C, 8\ summability o/2£L, Bn(x) (see [1, Theorem 4] r\d{t-*m}\ < f'"ai<*K')i +a/"V(oi'-a-'¿'< °°
and thus (1.1') is valid. Conversely, assuming ( 1.1'), we have
and, therefore, (1.1) is valid.
The sufficiency part of Theorem A was generalised in the form of the following results (see [6] , [2] respectively). C. Let {pn) be such that pn > 0, pn + x/pn < P"+2/p"+x < 1 for all n. Then, for 0 < a < 1, 2^=l«afi"(x) is summable \N,pn\, if (1.1), (1.2) hold, and J"(na) < AT.
Considering a class of functions A(f), we shall show that a condition which in particular reduces to (1.2) of Theorem A, is a necessary condition for \N,pn\ summability of 1,'^=xXnBn(x). As for the sufficiency part of the theorem, we obtain a sharper result which includes both Theorem B and Theorem C. We shall prove the following. (1.5) rX(C/t)\ip(t)\t-x dt< 00.
If we assume i^(0) = 0, then \p(t) = f'0d\p(u), so that by a change in order of integration we get for a > 0, rt--l\,b(t)\dt< Tr»-1 dt f'\<AHu)\ <-fV«|#(w)|. A(m) = log u and \^(t) = (log(C/t))~2, then (1.3) is true but (1.5) is not satisfied.
2. Preliminary results. We need the following lemmas for proof of the theorem. We introduce the following notations for convenience: t = [m/t]; for each positive integer n, P(n, k) = P"-k/P" -P"-k-\/P"-\, where 0 < k < n,P(0,0) = 1.
Lemma 1. Let {pn} be a nonnegative nonincreasing sequence. Then (i) for all k>0, Vbn=aP(n, k)<\, where \<a<b<°°,and P(n, k)>0; (ii) Z"k==0P(n, k)>\/2 for all n > 0. 
In view of this equality, result (ii) is equivalent to (2.1) PnPnl-l<jPn-lPn> which we now prove by induction. The result (2.1) is trivially true for n = 1. Assuming that the result (2.1) is true for n, we obtain the following by adding p"P" to both the sides of (2.1).
(2.2) />"/>"' <\Pn(P"+p").
Since pn +, -pn < 0 and ?"' > { Pn, we have (23) {pH+, -pH)Pñl <jP"(pH+i-p").
Adding (2.2) and (2.3), we see that (2.1) holds with n replaced by (n + 1).
Hence the result.
Lemma 2. // {/>"} be nonnegative nonincreasing and (1.4) holds, then (i) A2" < KX", (ii) for 0 < k < n, k\ < J&iA* and (iii) 2UX(P" -P"-k)/k < KP".
Proof. It is clear that (ii) includes (i) which is contained in [3, Lemma 4]. We, therefore, consider (ii). Since the nonnegative nonincreasing nature of {pn} implies that (Pn/n) is nonincreasing, we have from (1.4) KX.
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r=k ? r-n r r=n r since {A"} is nondecreasing. Thus, (ii) follows. In order to prove (iii) we first observe that S" < K is equivalent to ./"(l) < K (see [4, Lemma 4] ) which is a direct consequence of (1.4). The result now follows when we observe that for nonnegative nonincreasing sequence {/>"}, Pn -P"_k < Pk. Lemma 4. Suppose that (1.3) holds, and let for n > l, En = {t: \\p(t)\ is continuous at t E[ir/n, ir/(n -1))}. Then there exist points 9" and 9'n in E" such that, for all x E En, Applying the condition (1.4) along with the fact that {Pn/n} is nonincreasing, we obtain the first result in (i). The second one can be obtained similarly.
In order to prove (ii), we apply result (i) of Lemma 2 so that K\^(0")\ < KXn. ('" d*(t) <Kf"X(C/t)\cty(t)\, since X(t) is nondecreasing. This proves (ii).
Proof of the Theorem. We have
Bk(x) = -f^(/)sin kt dt.
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We first integrate by parts and then break the range of integration in (0, 9n) and (9", it) where 0's are the points introduced in Lemma 4. Thus, we have In order to prove that 23 < oo, we first demonstrate that 2'= 2 2 P(n,k)Xkk~xexp(ikt) k=\ < KX(C/t), uniformly in 0 < t < it.
Breaking the range of summations suitably and observing that |exp(/'/</)| = 1, we have 2t+1 2' < S *Z P(n,k)Xk/k+ 2 2 F(n,k)Xk/k " = t k=\ n = r+\ A = t+1
Using result (i) of Lemma 1, Lemma 2, together with the fact that {Â"} is nondecreasing, and Lemma 3, we have z,<2,tI
This result, by virtue of the hypothesis (1.3) and the fact that gn(t) = 0 when n < t, yields that Since by result (ii) of Lemma 2,\/n < K, the first term on the right hand side is bounded by virtue of the fact that \\¡/(t)\ E BV[0, m], which is a consequence of (1.3). Now the necessity part of the theorem follows when we use result (i) of Lemma 4. This completes the proof of the theorem. My grateful thanks are due to Dr. H. P. Dikshit for some valuable suggestions and discussions. The author would also like to express his grateful thanks to the referee for some valuable suggestions with respect to the presentation of the paper.
